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1 Overview 1 
  

This document provides instructions for persons to understand and operate the Future of Gas 

demand model. It is expected that this will include representatives of Multinet, Australian Gas 

Networks and Ausnet. It covers the main assumptions and methodology underlying the model. 

The model produces a projection of gas demand and customer numbers to the year 2100 at the 

LGA level. Customer numbers are split into new connections and disconnections, while average 

consumption per connection is also forecast to the year 2100. 

Forecasts are split between residential and commercial customers. 

The model allows the model user to forecast the impact of relative energy prices between gas and 

electricity on the projected demand for gas to 2100, as well as allowing the user to model the 

impact of changes in relative appliance costs and running costs between gas and electricity on total 

gas volumes over time. 

The model calculates the relative NPV of switching from gas and electricity and uses a logistic 

curve to estimate the market share of gas versus electricity over time.  Separate calculations and 

projections are made for both disconnections and new connections. 

Moreover, the model allows the user to conduct a scenario analysis, such as shutting down all or 

parts of the network as well as limiting new connections to the existing network.   

The modelling tool has been developed in Microsoft Excel and is presented as a set of worksheets 

which follow a logical structure from left to right.  

The model is constructed and documented according to best practice design principles, including: 

— Logical structure 

— Clear separation of inputs, calculations and outputs 

— Logical flow of calculations 

— Designed to facilitate sensitivity testing of inputs 

— Consistent design standards, colour coding, etc 

― cells which contain hard-coded inputs are coloured light purple 

— Clear and comprehensive documentation 

The model allows for separate scenarios to be modelled for each set of inputs. 

The most important worksheet in the model is the ‘Summary’ worksheet which contains the gas 

volumes and customer numbers projected from the model calculations. 

The model is structured as three separate sections: 

— Model inputs  

— Model calculations and 

— Model outputs. 
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These are discussed in the sections that follow. 
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2 Model inputs 2 
  

The first ten worksheet tabs of the model (apart from the ‘Summary’ sheet which is a summary of 

results) are model input sheets and are purple coloured. 

The input worksheets are: 

— Control sheet 

— Scenarios 

— Volumes 

— Customers 

— Volume per connection 

— Weather 

— Census 

— Households 

— GSP 

— Prices 

2.1 ‘Control’ worksheet 

The Control worksheet contains the main model settings that are used in the NPV calculations. 

These include: 

— Appliance capital costs for cooking, hot water and space heating 

— Real percentage annual change in appliance costs over time 

— Assumed annual appliance consumption for cooking, hot water and space heating 

— Changes in appliance efficiency over time 

— Appliance maintenance costs per annum and real percentage changes in maintenance costs 

— Assumed asset lives and the decision point for each existing customer 

The model user is able to adjust each of the above settings in the worksheet and observe the 

impact on gas volumes and customer numbers over time. 

Figure 2.1 shows a snapshot from this worksheet. 
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Figure 2.1 Snapshot of the ‘Control’ worksheet 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

2.2  ‘Scenarios’ worksheet 

The Scenarios worksheet presents two distinct block of indicator variables (0 or 1) which represent 

whether an LGA is turned on or off for each year in the projection period. 

The first two blocks in the worksheet allow the model user to turn the network completely on or off 

for each LGA within the distribution network for both the residential and commercial customers 

respectively. The indicator variable is set to 1 when the network is permitted to operate for a given 

LGA in a given year (see Figure 2.2).  To turn the network off in a particular LGA the indicator 

variable needs to be set to zero for each year that the distribution network is switched off. Once the 

network is turned off it cannot be turned on again.  It is also possible for the indicator variable to 

take a value between zero and 1 reflecting a transitionary period between operating and switching 

off. 

Two additional blocks of data in the worksheet allow the model user to prevent new connections 

from being added to the network in specific LGAs. This allows the model user to explore scenarios 

around new government policies that prevent new greenfield developments in specific areas within 

the distribution network.  Separate switches exist for both residential and commercial customers.  

These indicator variables are set to a default value of zero (indicating that new connections are still 

permitted). 
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Figure 2.2 Snapshot of the ‘Scenarios’ worksheet 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

2.3 ‘Volumes’ worksheet 

The ‘Volumes’ worksheet contains all the historical gas volumes that are the basis for the 

calculations in the model. Volumes are presented on both a quarterly and annual basis (financial 

year) for each LGA as well as being split by residential and commercial. Units are in Gigajoules 

(GJ) (see Figure 2.3 below). 
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Figure 2.3 Snapshot of the ‘Volumes’ worksheet 

 

Source:ACIL Allen 

 

2.4 ‘Customers’ worksheet 

The Customers worksheet contains the historical customer numbers by LGA for both the residential 

and commercial customer classes. Customers are defined as those having a positive volume 

during the period.  Zero volume customers are not counted in the model.  For this reason, the total 

number of customers in the model will not correspond exactly to the total number of customers on 

the distribution businesses database.  

The worksheet also contains new customers and disconnections. New connections include both 

completely new customers as well as re-connections. 

A customer that has not consumed any gas during the period is deemed to have disconnected.  

Conversely, a customer that goes from zero volume in one period to a positive volume in the next is 

defined as a new connection. 

2.5  ‘Volume per connection’ worksheet 

The Volume per connection worksheet contains the historical volume per connection values by 

LGA and split by the residential and commercial sectors.  It is not strictly an input sheet and is 

calculated using data from the Volumes and Customers worksheets.  Units are measured in GJs. 
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Figure 2.4 Snapshot of the ‘Volumes per connection’ worksheet 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

2.6 ‘Weather’ worksheet 

The weather worksheet shows quarterly historical values of heating degree days (HDD) and then 

aggregates these up to an annual basis.  The historical trend is then used as a basis to project the 

HDDs into the future.  A steady long-term decline in HDDs reflects a steady warming trend in the 

weather since 1980.  Heating degree days are defined as the sum of the difference in daily average 

temperature from some value representing room temperature (say 18 degrees).  Only days which 

are below the reference temperature count towards the HDD value.  

Percentage changes in HDD over the forecast period are multiplied by the HDD elasticity in the 

Control worksheet to calculate the annual percentage change in gas consumption per customer.  

The HDD elasticity was estimated empirically within a regression model of volume per customer.  

Separate elasticities are applied for residential and commercial customers. There is a subtle long 

term decline in the average gas consumption per customer as a result of warming (see Figure 2.5).  
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Figure 2.5 Heating degree days (1980 to 2021), Melbourne Airport 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

2.7 ‘Census’ worksheet 

The ‘Census’ worksheet contains information from the 2016 Census that is used to classify each 

LGA (see Figure 2.6).  The methodology uses three discount rates which can be assigned to each 

LGA depending on the characteristics of each LGA.  The classification is assigned in the ‘Control’ 

worksheet of the model and each LGA is assigned either a low, medium or high discount rate in the 

LGA calculations.  LGAs with lower socio-economic characteristics are assigned a higher discount 

rate on the basis that consumers are constrained by the upfront capital costs of new appliance 

purchases and are therefore less forward looking in their decision making.  The value of the low, 

medium and high discount rates are assigned in the ‘Control’ worksheet.    
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Figure 2.6 Snapshot from ‘Census’ worksheet 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The LGA specific data shown in the ‘Census’ worksheet are: 

— Proportion of English speakers 

— Median age of persons 

— Median weekly total personal income 

— Median weekly rent 

— Median weekly total family income 

— Average number of persons per bedroom 

— Median weekly total household income 

— Average household size (persons) 

— Proportion of dwellings that are detached houses 

— Proportion of semi-detached dwellings 

— Proportion of dwellings thar are flats 

— Proportion of renters 

2.8 ‘Households’ worksheet 

The ‘Households’ worksheet contains: 

— Historical and Projected Population estimates from the Victoria in Future (ViF) (2019) 

— Historical population estimates by Local Government Area, 2019 to 2020 from the ABS, 

ABS_ERP_LGA2020_110820211310519 

— An estimate of household numbers by converting the population numbers to households using 

an estimate of household size from the census. 

— An estimate of new connections including reconnections, estimated by applying a scaling 

factor in cell E2 of the ‘Control’ worksheet 
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Figure 2.7 Snapshot from ‘Households’ worksheet 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

2.9 ‘GSP’ worksheet 

The GSP worksheet presents historical and projected values of Victorian Gross State Product.  The 

first five years of projected growth are obtained from the Victorian Government’s most recent 

budget papers.  From 2026 onwards, a long-term historical average is assumed to apply. 

GSP was not found to be a statistically significant driver of gas demand and hence is not used in 

any of the model calculations.  The worksheet is retained for informational purposes only and for 

potential future use in a revised methodology.   

2.10 ‘Prices’ worksheet 

The ‘Prices’ worksheet is a key input sheet in the model where gas and electricity price projections 

are entered.   

ACIL Allen provided the Victorian gas distribution network owners with retail electricity price 

forecasts for commercial and domestic users to input into the Future of Gas Model. We provided 

four scenarios and four alternative scenarios, each set reflecting the four expert panel 

environmental scenarios supplied to us (Electric Dreams, Dual Fuel, Muddling Through and 

Hydrogen Hero). 

ACIL Allen maintains a national retail price model that estimates electricity tariffs for typical retail 

customers in each NEM region, the WA WEM, and the NT DKIS. The retail prices provided to the 

Victorian distributors were developed using this model (Victorian region). The retail prices are 

developed using a building block approach with the building blocks consisting of network, 

wholesale energy, LRET, SRES, other state-based green schemes, losses and retailing costs.  

Network costs are developed based on the existing transmission and distribution regulated prices 

as notified by each network operator to the end of the current regulatory control period. Projections 

beyond the current regulatory control period are calculated by multiplying the previous year’s price 

by an index reflecting the existing RAB and forward operating and capital costs estimates. A 

weighted average single network tariff is used for each typical customer class for each year (prices 
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are not broken out by network distribution area). Network tariffs across the network distribution 

businesses are typically within 10 per cent of each other. This simplification is considered 

acceptable for the Future of Gas Model. 

Wholesale costs were developed using ACIL Allen’s NEM simulator, PowerMark. The results were 

based on our September Reference case, RC58. We update these cases quarterly, and these 

prices can change depending on assumed inputs. Assumed government policy (Commonwealth 

and the various states) is a key driver of the wholesale energy results.  

LRET costs market prices where available and our internal projections after that. SRES costs are 

based on our internal projection of the uptake in qualifying facilities. There are no LRET and SRES 

costs beyond 2030. 

Other state-based schemes are determined by Victorian government policies that result in costs 

passed through to consumers. In Victoria, this is the VEET scheme. 

Losses are determined by wholesale market marginal loss factor estimates and notified distribution 

loss factors. Residential losses are estimated as 6.09 per cent, and commercial losses are 

estimated as 5.53 per cent. 

Retailing costs are developed by estimating costs faced by retailers, including metering, billing and 

marketing costs and a profit margin for retailers. 

In reviewing the scenarios, we determined that the Dual Fuel scenario was closest to our (as of 

November 2021) Reference case wholesale market projection and associated retail prices 

(including all the building blocks). 

To develop projections for the other three scenarios, we adjusted the Dual fuel projected prices by 

multiplying wholesale and network costs in each year by an index reflecting the underlying scenario 

characteristics. These indices are shown in Table 2.1 below. Intervening years not shown are a 

linear interpolation of the above indices. 

Table 2.1 Scenario adjustment indices 

Year Electric Dreams Muddling Through Hydrogen Hero 

 
Network index 

Wholesale 

index 

Network 

index 

Wholesale 

index 

Network 

index 

Wholesale 

index 

2020 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 

2025 1.22 0.96 1.11 1.04 1.00 1.04 

2030 1.50 0.90 1.25 1.10 0.90 1.10 

2035 1.50 0.90 1.25 1.10 0.90 1.10 

2040 1.40 0.90 1.20 1.10 0.90 1.10 

2045 1.30 0.90 1.15 1.10 0.90 1.10 

2050 1.20 0.90 1.10 1.10 0.90 1.10 

Source: ACIL Allen 
 

Retail prices are a mixture of fixed and variable payments. There has been a general trend towards 

increasing the proportion of fixed costs in retail bills over time to make tariffs more cost-reflective. 

This has become more important for networks as small customers invest in rooftop solar PV 

systems. Network costs are mostly fixed. When charged as variable costs (per unit of 

consumption), rooftop solar PV owners avoid a significant portion of the network fixed costs. While 

the proportion of fixed costs in electricity tariffs is likely to increase over time, the extent of the 

increase is not yet clear. In 2021, the fixed component for typical residential and small business 

customers was around 11 per cent. 
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In the first four scenarios, we assumed that the component of fixed costs in retail tariffs would 

increase from around 11 per cent in 2021 to about 40 per cent in 2032 and then remain at that level 

through to 2050. The four alternative scenarios have the same underlying total tariffs, but the fixed 

component is assumed to remain constant from 2021 to 2050 (around 11 per cent). 

The retail gas price is split into a daily fixed charge and a volumetric charge. 

 The volumetric charge ($/GJ) is built up from the following components: 

— Distribution charge 

— Wholesale price 

— Transmission charge 

— AEMO costs 

— Environmental charges 

— Retail margin 

Apart from the distribution charge which is calculated in and linked to the distribution businesses 

regulatory model, the other components (shaded in purple) are calculated externally in ACIL Allen’s 

proprietary models.  The source of each component is shown in Table 2.2. 

Table 2.2 Components of gas volumetric charge ($/GJ) 

Component Source 

Distribution charge Ausnet, Multinet or AGN regulatory model 

Wholesale price ACIL Allen proprietary modelling 

Transmission charge ACIL Allen modelling based on regulatory data from the owner of the Victorian 

transmission system, APA.  

AEMO costs From AEMO’s 2020-21 AEMO Budget and Fees, refer https://aemo.com.au/-

/media/files/about_aemo/energy_market_budget_and_fees/2020/budget-and-

fees--

final.pdf?la=en#:~:text=AEMO's%20budgeted%20expenditure%20for%202020,es

timated%20to%20be%20%2462.3%20million. The fee schedule of gas functions 

is Appendix A1.2 and includes: 

 

– VIC declared wholesale gas market - $0.08887 per GJ withdrawn 

– VIC gas FRC – $0.06221 per customer supply point per month 

– Energy Consumers Australia - $0.03429 per customer supply point per month 

– Gas Statement of Opportunities - $0.03869 per customer supply point per 

month 

– Gas Trading Platform 

– Variable fee – daily product fee - $0.045 per GJ 

– Variable fee – daily product fee - $0.035 per GJ 

– Variable fee – daily product fee - $0.025 per GJ 

– Day ahead auction - $0.035 per GJ 

Costs assumed to be the same in real terms over time. 

Environmental charges Costs associated with the Victorian Energy Efficiency Target scheme (Energy 

Upgrade program) estimated as follows: 

– Total number of certificates – increasing from 6.5 million in 2020 and 2021 to 

6.7 million in 2022, then increasing by 0.2 million per year from 2022 to 8.3 

million in 2030. 

– Reduction rate – 0.0087 certificates / GJ as per 

https://www.esc.vic.gov.au/victorian-energy-upgrades-program/participating-

veu-program/energy-retailers-veu-program 

https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/about_aemo/energy_market_budget_and_fees/2020/budget-and-fees--final.pdf?la=en#:~:text=AEMO's%20budgeted%20expenditure%20for%202020,estimated%20to%20be%20%2462.3%20million
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/about_aemo/energy_market_budget_and_fees/2020/budget-and-fees--final.pdf?la=en#:~:text=AEMO's%20budgeted%20expenditure%20for%202020,estimated%20to%20be%20%2462.3%20million
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/about_aemo/energy_market_budget_and_fees/2020/budget-and-fees--final.pdf?la=en#:~:text=AEMO's%20budgeted%20expenditure%20for%202020,estimated%20to%20be%20%2462.3%20million
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/about_aemo/energy_market_budget_and_fees/2020/budget-and-fees--final.pdf?la=en#:~:text=AEMO's%20budgeted%20expenditure%20for%202020,estimated%20to%20be%20%2462.3%20million
https://aemo.com.au/-/media/files/about_aemo/energy_market_budget_and_fees/2020/budget-and-fees--final.pdf?la=en#:~:text=AEMO's%20budgeted%20expenditure%20for%202020,estimated%20to%20be%20%2462.3%20million
https://www.esc.vic.gov.au/victorian-energy-upgrades-program/participating-veu-program/energy-retailers-veu-program
https://www.esc.vic.gov.au/victorian-energy-upgrades-program/participating-veu-program/energy-retailers-veu-program
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Component Source 

– Cost per certificate - $49.64 in 2021 as per ESC, Victorian Default Offer 2022 

(draft) 

– Cost in 2021 (per GJ) = Reduction rate x Cost per certificate = $0.43 per GJ 

– Cost in each subsequent year (per GJ) = Cost in 2021 x Number of certificates 

in year t / Number of certificates in 2021 x Modelled demand in 2021 / 

modelled demand in year t 

Retail margin Based on ESC, Victorian Default Offer 2021.  Estimated to be 5.7%. 

Source: ACIL Allen 
 

 

Figure 2.8 Snapshot from ‘Prices’ worksheet 

 

Source:ACIL Allen 
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3 Model calculations 3 
  

3.1 Introduction 

The main objective of the calculations worksheets in the model is to obtain a projection of new 

connections and disconnections from the gas distribution network for both residential and 

commercial customers.  The overall number of customers in the network is therefore equal to the 

previous periods number of customers plus the difference between new connections and 

disconnections to the network.  The number of customers can then be multiplied by the average 

consumption in a given year to obtain total consumption.  

The decision to disconnect or connect to the network is based on the economic payoff from 

choosing gas against electricity.  This is predominantly driven by the appliance costs of the 

appliances and the relative running costs of the appliances.  A relative NPV measure is calculated 

assuming a given a specified appliance life.  The NPV variable is then used as an input into a 

logistic function which calculates the probability that a potential new connection will connect to the 

network or the probability that a potential disconnection will disconnect from the network.  The 

model then keeps a running tally of total gas customers given the number of new connections and 

disconnections occurring in every year. 

The model calculations are conducted in the following worksheets: 

— Appliance costs 

— Res-Appliance class 

— CustomersRes 

— RES S curve-disconnect 

— Res S curve-connect 

— COM-Appliance class 

— CustomersCOM 

— COM S curve disconnect 

— COM S curve-connect 

The calculations conducted in each of the worksheets are described in more detail in the following 

sections. 

3.2 Appliance costs worksheet 

The appliance costs worksheet calculates the upfront appliance and annual running costs on an 

annual basis.  Appliance capital costs can be set to decline by a certain percentage each year in 

real terms.  This rate of change can be set in the ‘Control’ worksheet.  Appliance capital costs and 
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appliance consumption inputs were sourced from the Grattan Institute report “Flame Out: The 

Future of Natural Gas”.1   

The first block of calculations in the worksheet shows the projected capital costs of electric and gas 

appliances for cooking, hot water, room heating and space heating appliances (see Figure 3.1). 

Figure 3.1 Appliance costs work sheet- Capital and installation costs 

 

Source:ACIL Allen 

 

The next block of calculations shows the running costs per appliance over time for both residential 

and commercial customers (see Figure 3.2).   

These are calculated as the average consumption per appliance (in GJs for gas and kWhs for 

electricity) multiplied by the fuel price (gas or electricity depending on the appliance).  The formula 

also allows for annual appliance consumption to decline as appliance efficiency improves over 

time.  The model can also be adjusted to turn off the annual decline in appliance consumption after 

some point in time.      

 
1 See https://grattan.edu.au/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Flame-out-Grattan-report.pdf 
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Figure 3.2 Appliance costs work sheet- Running costs 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The worksheet also contains a block of calculations which show the annual maintenance costs by 

appliance type and by customer type.  The inputs for these formulas come from the ‘Control’ 

worksheet.  Maintenance costs were obtained from the Consumer Advocacy Panel report, “Are we 

still cooking with gas?” from November 2014. 

The separate capital, operating and maintenance costs are then aggregated for each appliance 

type and customer type to present the relative difference in capital and running costs between gas 

and electric appliances (see Figure 3.3).   

Relative capital and running costs are defined as gas costs minus electric costs.  A negative value 

therefore means that gas is cheaper then electric. 
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Figure 3.3 Appliance costs work sheet- Relative capital and running costs 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The last block of calculations in the worksheet is the most important and represents the NPV of the 

different appliances by customer type and by income class.  The NPV is defined the upfront capital 

relative costs plus the NPV of the relative running costs.   
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Figure 3.4 Appliance costs work sheet- Relative NPV of switching from gas to electric 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

These NPV calculations are the main input into the S curve formulas that determine the rate of 

disconnections and new connections in the model. 

A negative NPV means that the switching decision from gas to electric appliances is not 

economically viable because the combined capital and running costs of gas appliances are lower 

than electric appliances.  

3.3 RES-Appliance class worksheet 

The ‘RES-Appliance class’ worksheet splits the residential customers into separate classes based 

on the volume consumed.  This is done by LGA. 

Those residential customers which consume less than 6 GJ per annum are assumed to have only a 

gas cooktop.  Those households consuming between 6 and 20 GJ are assumed to have both a gas 

cooktop and a gas hot water system.  Those households consuming between 20 and 35 GJ per 

annum are assumed to have a cooktop, hot water system and a gas room heater.  Finally, those 

households consuming more than 35 GJ per year are assumed to have a gas cooktop, hot water 

system and space heating system. 

The numbers in each volume class are obtained by aggregating the number of individual customers 

in each group based on their annual consumption.  The customer databases of each of the gas 

distribution businesses was used for this purpose.  These groups are further disaggregated into 

individual LGAs using post code data for each individual customer, also obtained from the 

customer databases of the gas distribution businesses.  A concordance file between post codes 

and LGAs from the ABS used to allocate each individual customer to each LGA. 

The total number of customers are disaggregated into each of the above volume classes by LGA 

(see Figure 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5 RES-Appliance class worksheet- Number of residential customers with gas cooktops only 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

These numbers are then used to create weights for each of the customer classes by LGA (see 

Figure 3.6).  Each of the set of weights sum to 1 for each LGA.  These weights are used to create 

a single weighted NPV time series for each LGA which is then fed into the Logistic curve 

calculation.  Separate NPV calculations are made for each residential customer class which are 

multiplied by their respective weights to generate a single NPV time series for each LGA. 
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Figure 3.6 RES-Appliance class worksheet- Weights of each residential customer class by LGA 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

3.4  CustomersRes worksheet 

The ‘CustomersRes’ worksheet shows the historical residential customer numbers and the forecast 

customer numbers up to the year 2100.  The first block in the worksheet shows the total number of 

residential customers within the distribution network by LGA (see Figure 3.7).  Each yearly forecast 

of customer numbers is calculated as the previous year’s number of customers plus new 

connections in that year minus the number of disconnections in that year. 
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Figure 3.7 CustomersRes worksheet- Total residential customers historical and forecast 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

Figure 3.8 shows the number of new connections to the network.  Forecasts of new connections 

are generated in the RES S curve-connect worksheet.  The probability of a new customer 

connecting to the network is multiplied by the number of new customers that are available to 

connect.  More details about how this is done are provided in the sections that follow.   
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Figure 3.8 CustomersRes worksheet- New residential customers, historical and forecast 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

Figure 3.9 shows the segment of the worksheet which contains the residential disconnections in 

each year.  These are calculated in the RES-S curve-disconnect worksheet which calculates the 

probability of a customer that faces a decision point of disconnecting from the gas network.  The 

number of actual disconnections is the product of the number of customers facing disconnection 

and the probability of disconnection in any given year. 
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Figure 3.9 CustomersRes worksheet- Residential disconnections, historical and forecast 

 

Source:  ACIL Allen 

 

Figure 3.10 shows the number of residential customers in each year that face a decision point to 

either remain within the gas network or to shift to electric appliances.  The number of customers 

facing a decision point in a given year is calculated as the total number of residential customers in 

the previous year divided by cell H9 in the ‘Control’ worksheet which is the number of years after 

which a decision point is reached.  The default setting is 15 years.  This means that every year 

1/15th of the customer base will face a decision point.  
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Figure 3.10 CustomersRes worksheet- Residential decision points 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

3.5 RES S curve-disconnect worksheet 

The RES S curve-disconnect worksheet calculates the probability of disconnecting from the gas 

network in each year for each of those residential households that have reached a decision point.  

The probability of disconnections is a function of the NPV of switching.  As the NPV of switching to 

electricity from gas becomes progressively less negative or becomes positive, the market share of 

households that make the switch increases.  The NPV is a function of relative appliance costs and 

usage charges which are driven by relative gas and electricity prices.  The other main driver of the 

NPV calculation is the discount rate.  LGAs within the model are split into three separate 

categories, low income, medium income and high income.  The high income LGAs are allocated a 

lower discount rate to reflect their ability to more easily switch between appliance types.  The 

highest discount rate is allocated to the lowest income groups. 

Figure 3.11 below shows the NPV of switching from gas to electricity for four appliance categories: 

— Cooking 

— Cooking plus hot water 

— Cooking plus hot water and room heating 

— Cooking plus hot water plus space heating 

The NPV of each income category is also shown for each of the appliance classes. 
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Figure 3.11 RES S curve-disconnect – NPV by customer class and income 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The NPV of the decision to disconnect by LGA is shown in Figure 3.12 below.  The NPV is 

calculated as the weighted average of appliance class NPV depending on the distribution of 

consumption volumes in each LGA.  The discount rate used depends on the income category that 

the LGA is in. 

The key inputs into the NPV calculation for switching decision are: 

— Relative capital costs of the appliances 

— Relative running costs  

— Gas connection charges 

— Electricity upgrade connection costs 
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Figure 3.12 RES S curve-disconnect – NPV by LGA 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The number of customers that face a decision point is shown in Figure 3.13 below.  These are a 

fixed percentage of the total number of customers in each LGA each year.  The default setting for 

the decision point is every 15 years.  This means that given a uniform distribution 1/15th of the 

residential customer base in each year faces the decision of whether to remain connected to the 

gas network of switch to electric appliances.  
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Figure 3.13 RES S curve-disconnect – Decision points 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The function that is used to determine the probability of switching is the logistic function.  This 

function resembles an S curve which is characterised by a slow build-up, followed by a ramp up 

phase and then a mature phase where the take up has reached a point of saturation. 

The logit model is used to convert underlying drivers of the choice to switch to electric appliances 

or not into a probability or market share of switching.  The model values each of the attributes that 

drive the decision and applies an elasticity or weight to each factor.  In our case we are using a 

single factor, the NPV of switching, which incorporates the set of underlying drivers such as relative 

prices and appliance costs into a single measure.   

The function takes as inputs any value from zero to infinity and converts them to an output between 

zero and 1. 

Function takes the form of an S curve: 

𝜋(𝑥) = 1/(1 + exp(−𝑦) ) where y is: 

— 𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑁𝑃𝑉 

— y is a linear utility function of the drivers denoted by the NPV.  

The S curve is shown in Figure 3.14 below. 
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Figure 3.14 The logit S curve 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15 shows the part of the worksheet where the coefficients of the S curve to be applied are 

calibrated.   

Please refer to the specific AGN, Multinet or Ausnet user manuals for more details on how the 

specific utility functions are calibrated. 

Figure 3.15 RES S curve-disconnect – Calibrating the utility function 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The utility function values for each LGA by year are shown in Figure 3.16. 
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Figure 3.16 RES S curve-disconnect – Utility function values 

 

Source:  ACIL Allen 

 

The number of disconnections by LGA in each year of the forecast period are calculated by 

multiplying the probability of switching calculated by the S curve by the number of residential 

customers that face a switching decision (see Figure 3.17). 
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Figure 3.17 RES S curve-disconnect – Number of disconnections 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

3.6 RES S curve-connect 

The RES S curve connect worksheet calculates the number of annual new customer connections 

to the gas network.  The approach taken is the same as the S curve logistic methodology.  The 

relative NPV of connecting to gas versus electricity is used as an input into the logistic function to 

calculate the probability of a potential new customer connecting to gas rather than electricity. 

The NPV calculation in the connection calculation is similar to that of the disconnection NPV in that 

it includes both relative capital and running costs, but excludes gas disconnection charges or 

electricity upgrade charges which are relevant to the switching decision. 

The first block of data in the worksheet presents the NPVs by appliance class (see Figure 3.18). 
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Figure 3.18 RES S curve-connect – NPV by appliance and income class 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

This is then followed by the projected NPV calculations by LGA (Figure 3.19).  The NPV 

calculation is the weighted average across the different customer/appliance class NPVs and 

classified by low, medium or high income (and given the corresponding discount rate). 
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Figure 3.19 RES S curve-connect – NPV by LGA 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The calibration of the S curve parameters is similar to the disconnection decision.  The model user 

selects the NPVs that correspond to 100% of users going to gas and 100% choosing to connect to 

electricity.  The relative utility over this whole range is divided by range between the bottom and 

upper bound of the NPV to calculate the implied NPV coefficient.  The intercept term is then 

derived by plugging in the NPV coefficient into the linear utility function and solving for the constant 

term. 
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Figure 3.20 RES S curve-connect – Calibrating the utility function 

 

Source:ACIL Allen 

 

3.7 COM appliance class 

The COM- appliance class worksheet is the first worksheet that deals with commercial gas usage.  

The worksheet splits commercial gas usage into separate classes based on gas volumes 

consumed by customer.   

The volumes classes are: 

— 0-150 GJ 

— 150-500 GJ 

— 500-900 GJ and 

— Greater than 900 GJ 

The first block of data in the worksheet shows the total volume consumed by each volume bucket 

(see Figure 3.21).   
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Figure 3.21 COM appliance class worksheet- Total volume consumed by volume class by year 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

This is then followed by a block showing the total number of customers in each volume bucket in 

each historical period (see Figure 3.22).   
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Figure 3.22 COM appliance class worksheet- Customer numbers by volume class by year 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

Finally, the total volume is divided by the total number of customers in each volume bucket to 

calculate the average gas volume consumed per customer for each volume class or bucket.  This is 

the third block of data shown in Figure 3.23 below. 
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Figure 3.23 COM appliance class worksheet- Average gas volume consumed per customer by volume class by year 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

Finally, each volume class is given a weighting for each LGA based on the number of customers in 

each volume class for each LGA (see Figure 3.24).  These weights are used to create a single 

weighted NPV for each LGA by combining separate scaled up NPV calculations for each of the 

volume classes or buckets.  Further details on where this occurs in the model is provided in the 

sections that follow.   
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Figure 3.24 COM appliance class worksheet- Calculated weights by volume class by year 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

3.8 Customers COM 

The CustomersCOM worksheet keeps a running total of customer numbers buy LGA over the 

forecast period.  Total customer numbers are shown in the first block of data in the worksheet (see 

Figure 3.25).     
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Figure 3.25 CustomersCOM worksheet- Total commercial customers by LGA 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

Total customers in a given year are equal to the previous year’s customer plus new connections 

and minus any disconnections.   

New connections and disconnections are also presented within this worksheet.   New customer 

numbers in the worksheet are calculated in the COM S curve- connect worksheet of the model and 

linked to the CustomersCOM worksheet. 
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Figure 3.26 CustomersCOM worksheet- New commercial customers by LGA 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

Commercial disconnections are also shown within the CustomersCOM worksheet (see 

Figure 3.27).  Customer disconnections in the worksheet are calculated in the COM S curve- 

disconnect worksheet of the model and also linked to the CustomersCOM worksheet. 
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Figure 3.27 CustomersCOM worksheet- New commercial disconnections by LGA 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The other key data contained in the CustomersCOM worksheet is the number of commercial 

customers that face a decision point to switch from gas to electricity (see Figure 3.28).  These 

customers are assumed to follow a uniform distribution and face the decision to switch on average 

every 15 years.  The time between decision points can be set by the user in the Control worksheet 

in the cell labelled ‘Decision point’.  For example, when the decision point is set to 15, one fifteenth 

of the total number of commercial customers at the end of the previous year will face a decision 

point in the current year.         
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Figure 3.28 CustomersCOM worksheet- Number of commercial customer decision points by LGA 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

3.9 COM S curve disconnect 

The disconnection decision faced by commercial customers follows a similar methodology to that 

used to determine the number of residential disconnections.  In the first panel, the relative NPV of 

the unweighted capital, running, disconnection and service costs are presented (see Figure 3.29).   

Figure 3.29 Unweighted capital cost, running cost , disconnection charge and service charge NPVs 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The unweighted capital costs are based on the residential appliance capital costs but are scaled up 

based on the relative gas consumption by commercial customers and residential gas customers.  

This scaling takes place at the LGA level.  Unweighted running costs are also scaled up by the 

relative consumption of commercial to residential customers, however they incorporate commercial 

gas and electricity prices rather than their residential equivalents.  
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The scaling up is done for each volume class or bucket by LGA.  These scaled up capital and 

running costs are then combined into a single weighted average set of capital and running costs 

using the weights calculated in the COM-Appliance class worksheet.  These weight the capital and 

running costs by the share of customers in each volume consumption category (see Figure 3.24).  

Figure 3.30 COM S curve- disconnect NPV values by LGA 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

A similar S curve methodology is applied to commercial disconnections as that applied to 

residential disconnections.  The number of customers facing decision points (every 15 years) is 

multiplied by the probability of that customer disconnecting to obtain an estimate of the total 

number of commercial disconnections.  The parameters of the S curve are calibrated using the 

same process as that described for residential customers. 

3.10 COM S curve connect 

The COM S curve-connect worksheet calculates the number of new commercial connections over 

the forecast period.  The NPV values by LGA that are the basic input into the S curve function are 

similar to the NPV values used in the disconnection decision but are adjusted for the fact that new 

gas connections do not face an electricity connection upgrade charge, which is paid by households 

and businesses switching from gas to electric appliances (see Figure 3.31). 
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Figure 3.31 COM S curve- connect NPV values by LGA 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

The calibration of the S curve parameters in the commercial connection decision is similar to the 

commercial disconnection decision.  The model user selects the NPVs that correspond to 100% of 

users going to gas and 100% choosing to connect to electricity.  The relative utility over this whole 

range is divided by range between the bottom and upper bound of the NPV to calculate the implied 

NPV coefficient.  The intercept term is then derived by plugging in the NPV coefficient into the 

linear utility function and solving for the constant term. 
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4 Model outputs 4 
  

4.1 Forecasts 

The Forecasts worksheet is where the calculations of the model are finally integrated into a set of 

gas volume forecasts for the commercial and residential sectors.  The forecasts are made up of two 

separate components, Gas consumption per customer and Total customers.  The total volume 

consumed is then obtained by multiplying the per customer consumption by the total number of 

customers.  The calculations are made at the LGA level.   

Figure 4.1 shows the residential usage per customer.  Forecasts of residential (and commercial) 

usage per customer are driven by the retail price of gas and by the weather.  As the real price of 

gas increases (declines) over time, gas usage per declines (increases) by the percentage increase 

in price multiplied by the price elasticity of demand.  The price elasticity of demand is set in the 

Control worksheet of the model.  There is also a slight downward trend in the annual heating 

degree days over time.  This translates into a small reduction in the average consumption per 

customer as the heating requirements of households and businesses reduce over time.  The extent 

to which this happens is determined by the weather elasticity factor which is set in the Control 

sheet of the model.  

Figure 4.1 Forecast worksheet- Residential consumption per customer 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 
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Figure 4.2 shoes the number of historical and projected residential customers over time.  Customer 

numbers are generated in the CustomersRes and CustomersCOM worksheets, after adding and 

subtracting new connections and disconnections from the previous year’s customers.  These are 

then brought into the ‘Forecast’ worksheet to be used in the final gas volume/consumption 

calculations. 

Figure 4.2 Forecast worksheet- Number of residential customers 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

Figure 4.3 shows the final residential gas volume forecasts.  These forecasts then feed into the 

Summary worksheet which presents the final forecasts.  This is also done for the commercial 

sector. 

Figure 4.3 Forecast worksheet- Total residential volume (TJ) 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 
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4.2 Summary worksheet 

The summary worksheet contains the outputs of all the calculations made in the other parts of the 

model.  Specifically, it shows the total customers, gross new connections and disconnections per 

year (see Figure 4.4). 

Figure 4.4 Summary worksheet- Customer numbers and Volumes 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

It also shows the projected daily supply charge and volumetric charge for residential and 

commercial customer classes (see Figure 4.5).  These prices are generated in the separate 

regulatory model and linked to the summary sheet.  The linked prices are generated in rows 87 to 

91 of the ACIL Input-Output interface worksheet of the distribution business’ building block model.    

The ‘Prices’ worksheet obtains the projected prices from the summary worksheet which then feed 

through into the rest of the model, leading to revised volume projections.  These revised volumes 

are then used as inputs into the regulatory model which then generates a new set of price 

projections as part of an iterative process.   
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Figure 4.5 Summary Worksheet- Projected supply charge and Volumetric charges 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

 

 


